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STATEMENT ANSWER

What we call "Soul" is a distinctness within Consciousness yes 100,000

The Soul without a life to experience, is a semi-manifest 

frequency and exists within Consciousness
yes 100,000

The Soul can choose the lives to be experienced yes 25,000

The Soul can choose the timing of lives to be experienced yes 25,000

Until the Soul realizes that Consciousness can do a better job 

of choosing
yes 100 million

The Soul energetically connects with the fetus normally 

between the 5th and 6th month of pregnancy
yes 25,000

If there is a termination of the pregnancy, through miscarriage 

or abortion, the Soul withdraws connection prior
yes 25,000

The time of the death of the fetus, is set prior to conception yes 25,000

The reason for the death of the fetus is set prior to 

Conception
no

The Soul remains in direct connection throughout the life of 

the body/mind, terminating the connection just prior to death
yes 25,000

"Life Force" is the probability of life or death at any given 

moment
yes 25,000

A Life Force of 1 (of 100) means that unless some underlying 

problem is fixed there is a very low probability of life 

continuing

yes 25,000

At that point the Soul may choose to begin withdrawing yes 100,000
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A fetus at 4 months would normally have a Life Force of 0 yes 25,000

An exception would be the Emerald children who are connected 

much earlier
yes 25,000

A healthy baby would normally have a Life Force of 99+ yes 25,000

The date of death for the body/mind (Role) has already been 

set as part of the Play
yes 25,000

The date of death for the body/mind with an attached Soul is 

determined in part by the Soul
yes 25,000

As the date set for death nears, the Life Force frequently 

drops to 1
yes 25,000

It is possible to live past that date as long as it is not the 

scheduled date of death and the problem underlying the low 

Life Force is fixed

yes 25,000

However, with a Life Force of only 1, any potential danger such 

as a cold, accident, etc could easily kill the body/mind
yes -25,000

With a Life Force of 99+ prior to a cold or accident, these 

same forces would likely create discomfort but are less likely 

to kill

yes 25,000

Life Force of the body/mind can be bartered for desires in the 

manifest realm such as money, power, recognition, health, etc.
yes -25,000

Because negative and positive frequencies are discordant at 

many levels, the intrusion of substantial negative frequencies 

would cause most Souls great pain/discordance at some point

yes -25,000

This discordance would be felt by the mind or body while there 

was a Life Force greater or equal to  1
no

The discordance would be felt by the body/mind while there 

was Life Force less than 1
yes -25,000
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It would continue to be felt by the Soul after termination of 

the life
yes -25,000

Because of the volume of negative frequencies the soul 

acquires
yes -25,000

Once bartered, the connection may be regained through prayer yes 25,000

In this dimension, the total overall Life Force for mankind in 

1970 was 99.4
yes 25,000

In this dimension, the total overall Life Force for mankind in 

1998 was 32
yes 25,000

In this dimension, the total overall Life Force for mankind on 

7/31/2003 was 1.4
yes -25,000

To drop below a Life Force of 1 would have automatically 

created a "Revelations" scenario for that body/mind/soul within 

it's personal dimension

yes -25,000

For all body/mind/souls of mankind? no

For the body/mind of the person whose Life Force was less 

than 1
yes -25,000

In this dimension, the total overall Life Force for mankind on 

9/1/2003 was 99.7
yes 25,000

The years between 1995 and 2003 were a time of trial for 

mankind
yes 25,000

(50%) Would we be able to create a stable and supportive 

enough environment to allow the existence of loving and 

creative beings with adequate energy to reach unmanifest 

Consciousness in prayer or meditation?                       

 

(40%) Would we be able to deal with what negative forces that 

appear and still remain creative, and loving beings? 
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(9%) Development and use of Kinesiology for all types of 

research including spiritual                                                       
  

(1%) OTHER                          

A YES to all four of the previous four statements were 

required to end the time of trial and still remain a creative 

Continuum

yes 25,000

If the prayers of the body/mind/Soul could not be delivered 

with a sufficiently high frequency to reach the unmanifest, it 

meant that the frequencies in this Dimension were too low to 

continue as a creative continuum

yes -25,000

Without help, this dimension could have become destructive yes -25,000

There were sufficient resources to reach unmanifest 

Consciousness via prayer; through a network of approximately 

80 newly awakened individuals with Levels of Consciousness 

equal to or greater than a positive 901

yes 25,000

It also could have been done by people with lower levels of 

Consciousness, but it would have had to have been a 

coordinated effort by at least 14% of the planet

yes 25,000

In the 20th century Ramana Maharshi was the only person with 

a Level of Consciousness at or over 900
yes 25,000

As of 1/1/05, there were over 190 people with Levels of 

Consciousness over  900 worldwide
yes 25,000

Additionally, as of 1/1/05 there were approx. 900 people at a 

Level of Consciousness of 900, waiting to be recognized by 

their teachers

yes 25,000

The majority of people with Levels of Consciousness at 900 

need a teacher to help them move through the gate between 

900 and 901

yes 25,000
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The Level of Consciousness of the teacher serves to insure 

that there is a counterbalance, should the Level of 

Consciousness of the student become negative.

yes -25,000

LOC = 15,000


